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To connect volunteers across 50 years of transforming lives

49 years ago, Esperança was born in Santarém, Brazil, from the

idea that regardless of where you live, everyone should have

access to quality healthcare. Today, Esperança continues to

spread this message through sustainable partnerships in six

different countries. Most recently, Esperança was approached

with the opportunity to embrace a new model for surgical

missions- partnering directly with a hospital that requires

additional surgical support.

 

Hospital León Becerra de Guayaquil is one branch of BSPI, an

Ecuadorian nonprofit organization with three key focuses:

housing children from abusive homes, primary education, and

hosting volunteer surgical teams. The Esperança team

performed a site visit during an active Global Smile mission and

witnessed first-hand the efficiency of their program. The signs

were all there. Esperança and BSPI share similar values and a

strong passion for creating change.  A few months later, the

official MOU was signed and Esperança was ready to launch a

new surgical site!

 

“This unique opportunity to partner directly with a hospital has

allowed us to collaborate with local physicians more intimately

than before,” shared International Program Director, Anna Ortiz.

Story continues on pg. 4
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Boy, Could I Use a
Plastic Surgeon...
THEODORE  G .  DODENHOFF ,  MD

My experience with Esperança goes back

to the early 1970’s when the organization

was not very old. One Sunday while

attending mass at St. Francis Xavier

Catholic Church in central Phoenix, I was

surprised to see a guest priest delivering

mass. It was Father Luke Tupper, who was

actually a physician as well as an

ordained priest (a rather unusual

combination in my experience). His

sermon ended up being more of a talk

about a missionary clinic he had set up in

Santarem, Brazil. Afterward, I approached

Father Luke, as I came to know him, and

introduced myself as a new plastic

surgeon in Phoenix.

 

He immediately said, “Boy, could I use a

plastic surgeon…”

He proceeded to tell me that he had

purchased one of the San Diego/Coronado

ferries that had been retired. He had the boat

transported down to Santarem and docked it

near the junction of the Tapajos and the

Amazon. He supervised the conversion into a

small clinic. It was his plan to mainly see

medical patients for care and institute a

program of preventative medicine including

immunizations against many endemic illnesses

that have long been controlled and

nonexistent in our country. He had not

anticipated seeing so many patients who

needed surgical procedures which were not

available to them.

 

With the help of some local workers, he was

able to convert an area of the ship into a small

operating room. Besides plastic surgery, he

ultimately hoped to set up surgical teams to

deal with orthopedic and ophthalmologic

problems as well. I told him I would be happy

to organize a team. Four months later, the

team was ready and headed to Santarem,

Brazil. Getting all of our supplies together was

a daunting task, as there were no instruments

or sterile supplies at the clinic. Fortunately, our

anesthesiologist, Dr. Laird, was able to utilize

the equipment on hand.
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On arrival we were greeted by Father

Luke, Sister Regina, and Dr. Harry Owens,

a delightful young doctor who had

volunteered to help Father Luke with his

overwhelming load of patients. My team

members were shown to their quarters

and we were instructed on setting up our

hammocks, which were the

recommended sleeping arrangements

because of the heat and fear of

contamination from on shore varmints.

 

The next morning, we were greeted by a

throng of several dozen patients waiting

in line to be seen. Most of them had been

sorted out ahead of time and were

candidates for our specific services. Most

had traveled many miles by dugout

canoe to get to the clinic. More patients

arrived each day we were there. We saw

several burn patients, tumors, congenital

hand deformities, cleft lips and pallets,

and disfiguring facial abnormalities from

flesh eating contagious diseases I had

only heard about in medical school. 

 

We operated from dawn to dusk over a

two-week period and did about 60 cases.

We also had to babysit the cleft palate

patients at night to ensure there were no

airway problems. Our circumstances were

not the best, but we managed to get by

without any significant complications.

"My time there and my
association with Luke Tupper
is one of the highlights of my

medical career."
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The ship has since been replaced by a

modern clinic and Esperança has turned

the clinic over to the local doctors as the

organization has spread across the planet. 

 

As everyone knows, Father Luke met with a

disastrous demise, but his work and legacy

has expanded thanks to the many people

he inspired to carry on his work. My time

there and my association with Luke Tupper

is one of the highlights of my medical

career. The dedication and caring of this

man are an example to us all and is

exemplified by the commitment of the

entire Esperança community.
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Have a story you'd like to share?

Email Tiffany Luu at

Tiffany@Esperanca.org



Sulay's Journey
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After 22 years of hindered physical movement

living with a clubfoot, Sulay finally saw her ray of

hope. An American orthopedic surgeon was

coming to offer his services – in her home city of

Guayaquil no less! She anxiously went to the

hospital with her mother to undergo prescreening

tests from the local doctors, and was selected as a

good candidate for surgery.

 

A few weeks later, Dr. Sachs and his team arrived.

Sulay’s operation was performed without incident

and she couldn’t wait to return home to a normal

life.

 

"I am truly grateful for the opportunity they gave

my daughter and for the excellent care from all

the doctors who, despite the language barrier,

were attentive at all times,” her mother shared.

 

Even in recovery, Sulay can feel the changes in her

foot in comparison to all the years she lived in

disability.

On June 17th, Sulay has her last appointment with

the local team to remove her cast, and Dr. Sachs

is already gearing up to for his second mission to

Ecuador this November to transform even more

lives.

Leading the charge in Esperança’s newest

country, was veteran surgical mission lead Dr.

Sachs and his orthopedic team.  Though it

was a change in location, Dr. Sachs has no

shortage of mission experience with

Esperança. In just over 8 years, Dr. Sachs has

been on 12 missions with Esperança, to 4

different countries! This May, he also became

Esperança’s first surgical team to Ecuador.

During the five-day stay at Hospital León

Becerra de Guayaquil, Dr. Sachs and his team

operated on 31 orthopedic patients… one of

which was Sulay Camaton.

 

Sulay was born with a club foot. At nine years

old, her mother traveled to a nearby city in

the hopes of being seen by an organization

offering free orthopedic operations.

Unfortunately, the doctors decided that they

couldn’t operate. Sulay had to wait for her

body to develop completely before surgery

was an option.  Not knowing when the next

surgical team would be in her area, mom and

daughter left the hospital discouraged.
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"I am truly grateful for the
opportunity they gave my

daughter and for the excellent
care from all the doctors who,
despite the language barrier,
were attentive at all times,”


